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Abstract: Driving is a daily activity throughout the world. However, driving at highways or city requires
significant cognitive and motor skills such as visual-spatial ability, memory and information processing and
rapid reaction. Recent studies show lack of driver alertness to be a major cause of automobile accidents on
roadways across the world. The perceived state of alertness is a complex physiological and psychological
phenomenon. This paper reviews factors contributing to and the symptoms of alertness and the existing
methods used to measure driver alertness.
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INTRODUCTION video  based eye movement, face expression, reaction

Modern   Scientific   society  has  started  working  on However development of fatigue monitoring devices
24 hour operations with suitable shifts over the years. using  physiological  signals  such as EEG and EMG is
Due to this shift work, there is high incidence rate of sleep still lagging compared to the fast growing road transport
deprivation and altered circadian rhythms. This change in usage and safety considerations of automobile drivers.
circadian rhythms and sleep patterns has lead to Further, the available fatigue measurements consider
decreased alertness, impaired performance, bad mood, either physical or cognitive fatigue only. The key step of
fatigue  and  decreased  productivity [1]. Most of the road the paper [6] is tracking EEG and EMG activity in every
accidents are caused by Driver fatigue. According to the minute for finding critical regions at which driver gets
world health organization (WHO), road traffic injuries fatigued. The developed system will act as an aid for
caused an estimated 1.24 million deaths worldwide in the automobile drivers.
year 2010 [2]. Ministry of road transportation & highways
(Government of India) reported that during the year 2011, Driver Fatigue and Causes: Driving is a daily activity
there were around 4.98 lakhs road accidents which killed throughout the world [6] however, driving at highways or
1.42 lakh people and injured more than 5 lakh persons, city requires significant cognitive and motor skills such as
injured who were disabled for the rest of their life [3]. visual-spatial ability, memory and information processing
Fatigue or sleepiness is frequently reported in night-time and rapid reaction [7]. Fatigue requires lack of sustained
drivers [4] and it is considered as a major factor in attention over periods and clearly impacts the driver
accidents occurring in monotonous driving condition [5]. psychophysiology  while  driving [8]. There is an
Analysis of accident data clearly indicates the fatigue as emerging recognition that a driver fatigue contributes to
major factor in road accidents, particularly during night deterioration in performance, which may lead to errors and
and long hours of driving. increased risk accidents. Therefore monitoring driver

Related Work: Driver fatigue occurs both in physical and by National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB, 1995),
Cognitive forms. Determining early onset of driver fatigue, driver fatigue may be a contributing factor in about 30 to
in online, using 3D and can be useful in detecting 40% of all heavy truck (Commercial vehicles) accidents
physical and cognitive signals and providing feedback to and 2009 report shows that fatigue contributes to at least
drivers to avoid accidents. The driver performance is 18% of fatal accidents. The general consensus is that the
predicted by prior study that is detecting fatigue by using three main determinants of fatigue are as follows:

time,  galvanic  skin  response, ECG and EOG etc.

fatigue helps in reducing accidents. According to a report
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Lack of sleep Driver fatigue was quantified using analysis of body
Time of day or circadian factors. fluids (changes in blood or urine metabolite). But this
Time spent performing a task [9]. method has disadvantage that the sample is collected

Individual factors such as age, physical fitness and there is no continuous measurement. The Driver fatigue
medical condition also affect the incidence of fatigue. was quantified using performance parameters such as
Driver fatigue plays an important role in road accidents steering wheel movement, lateral position, speed
whose onset is manifested by lack of motivation, variability and reaction time. This indicates that the
degradation of sensory and somatic awareness and steering wheel variability increases with driver fatigue and
cognitive aspects. Understanding and identifying factors the reaction time to any unexpected events gets longer
that contribute to reduced driver performance are crucial. during fatigue.

Scientific View of Fatigue: Fatigue is related to both considered to be more reliable compared to psychological
physiological and psychological processes. Fatigue measures for driver performance in fatigue counter
reflected in terms of decreased capacity to perform along measure device. Physiological signals changes when
with the subjective states which are associated with driver become fatigued. The Eye movement detection
decreased performance of subject [10]. Fatigue is based fatigue counter measure device through some form
generally defined by change in the pattern of camera or video recording. It comprises Blink rate, Eye lid
performance. closure rates, droopy eyelids and head nodding

In 1931, Bills clearly differentiated the subjective, parameters to quantify driver fatigue [20]. EEG signals are
objective and physiological fatigue. Subjective fatigue in close association with human consciousness and have
corresponds to feeling of tiredness and objective fatigue fast  temporal  resolution.  It  provides  an early indication
is usually portrayed as performance decrement while, of the onset of fatigue [21, 22]. The study review that the
physiological fatigue is due to physiological changes that EEG signal changes with increasing fatigue and EEG
accompany extended performance. parameters shows frontal displacement as a resultant of

Fatigue and Performance: Fatigue is a major contributing detection analysis and use of electrical signal that
factor to error made by drivers [11]. Driving usually emanates from contracting muscles. The signal is
requires greater cognitive effort than physical effort generated by the ionic flow across the membrane of the
[12].Cognitive effort involves sustained vigilance, muscle fibers that propagates through the intervening
selective attention, complex decision making and tissues, to reach the detection surface of the electrode.
perceptual-motor control skills [13]. It has been reported The most fundamental functional unit of a muscle is called
that due to long hours, a monotonous and night/early the motor unit. The Electrical signal generated from the
morning hours of driving lead to increase the driver activation of muscle fibers of a motor unit that are
performance. Changing levels of arousal produced by detectable using electrode is called the motor unit action
circadian rhythms can also affect corresponding variation potential [MUAP]. The characteristic of MUAP depends
in performance [14]. Driver’s ability to respond to unusual on the contractile activity of individual or a small group of
and emergency situations reduce with fatigue because muscle fibers. Muscle Contraction force increases
decrease in physiological arousal slowed sensor motor indicates that more muscle fibers are activated and the
functions and impaired information processing functions firing rate of the fibers increases, correspondingly the
and impaired information processing diminishes [15]. amplitude of the signal increases taking the appearance

Techniques for Measurement of Driver Fatigue: From The sum of all motor unit action potentials represents the
[16] review reports that steering performance gradually generated Electro Myography Signal.
declines and the performance changes are correlated with
subjective ratings of fatigue on road studies. The speed Existing Techniques for Measurement of Fatigue:
maintenance or variation or break reaction time and Changes in driver’s vigilance and fatigue can be
accelerator behavior cannot be recommended as a driver quantified using physical, physiological and behavioral
fatigue measure [17]. A subject component of fatigue was aspects of the drivers using parameters such as
measured using rating scales. This allows the assessment performance, perceptual, electrophysiological,
of both frequency and severity of symptoms [18, 19]. psychological and biochemical measurements.

after the task has been completed. This indicates that

This suggests measure of physiological signals is

prolonged driving. EMG is a tool that deals with the

and  characteristics  of  a Gaussian distributed variable.
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Physical Measure: Detection fatigue change in current and accuracy can be accessed through- Psychomotor
state of driver are quantified using change in eye tasks [29]. This analyses the effect of rest breaks and food
movements such as changes in driver direction of gaze, intake using reaction time rest during eight hours of
rate of blinking, eye closure and mechanisms such as driving task. Subsidiary reaction time (RT) is used as an
rubbing, yawning and nodding by capturing eye image indirect measure of driving performance. Mental tests
through video camera. Most of techniques use PERCOLS such as test of concentration, estimation test and
(Percent Eye Closure) methodology and Video based arithmetic sum are used to find driver vigilance.
methods which measures Eye closure [23]. The above
mentioned method involves video recording of the Major Issues in Current Fatigue Measurement System:
driver’s eye closures which are later scored by trained Major issues in current fatigue measurement are as
observers. The driver fatigue was measured using non follows:
contact type sensors such as optical sensors / video
cameras with image processing techniques [24]. Physiological Signal Identification: From the paper it

The review study analyses driver performance using clearly indicates that fatigue measurement systems use
driver  head  and facial features extracted from the image more physiological signals to quantifying driver
obtained from a camera. This system is fully automatic, performance in simulator. Driver fatigue measurement
reinitiated automatically and detects eye/mouth occlusion, systems do not require multiple signals for quantifying
detects eye blinking and eye closure and recovers the fatigue. It requires best signal to predict fatigue in early
three dimensional gaze of the eyes. Computer vision stage.
systems were used to find the driver vigilance/sleepiness
by tracking the driver eye to measure eyelid separation Occurrence of Physical and Cognitive Fatigue: In
techniques [25]. This system has a charge coupled device simulated driving conditions fatigue is predicted using
(CCD) camera mounted behind the steering wheel of the EEG and EMG signal.
vehicle and a Sun SPARCstation2, a frame grabber and
display. Driver facial image is collected by a video camera Brain Lobe Function During Road Environment
and is used to quantify driver fatigue in real time or Changes: Driving behaviors and cognitive task
simulated study [26]. performance of fatigued drivers is measured during

Measure of Physiological Changes: These techniques of highway and rural roadway during simulator driving [30].
active safety system have been developed based on Driver fatigue measuring systems are used in a wide range
physiological signals of an operator. These physiological of applications such as road transport, driver simulator
signal measurements include Heart rate (ECG), Ocular training and safety considerations of automobile drivers.
activity (EOG), Seat pressure, biochemical parameters, The offline fatigue measurement techniques were used to
Brain activity (EEG) and Muscle activity (EMG). find physical or cognitive fatigue only.

Fatigue can occur because of excessive workloads
and stress, which can be detected by variations in heart CONCLUSIONS
rate using ECG [27], concludes that heart rate decreases
during prolonged night driving. Driver fatigue was In this paper, it reveals that fatigue detection for
analyzed using physiological and psychological drivers  is  a  main  key  role  for transport industry to
parameters in simulator driving. So there are three fatigue reduce number of accidents and increases driver safety.
outcome measures were used including a physiological - For quantifying  the  level  of  alertness  for   driver  with
psychological and combined physiological and on-line analysis using physiological signals (EEG and
psychological measure [28]. This analysis considers EEG, EMG) is a good effective technique as compared to the
heart rate, respiration, peripheral skin temperature and techniques such as facial image, eye blinking, mouth
blood pressure as physiological parameters. movement and body pressure over seat.
Psychological questionnaires which were used to assess
their personality, mood, state, anxiety and lifestyle. REFERENCES
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